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Abstract

Philosophical accounts of freedom typically fail to capture an important
kind of freedom—freedom to change what one cares about—that is central to
our understanding of what it is to be a person.�is paper articulates this kind
of freedommore clearly, distinguishing it from freedom of action and freedom
of the will, and gives an account of how it is possible. Central to this account is
an understanding of the role of emotions in determining what we value, thus
motivating a rethinking of the importance of emotions in the mental lives of
persons.

� Introduction

Harry Frankfurt, in his widely in�uential paper, “Freedomof theWill and the Concept
of a Person,”� identi�es the ability for a certain kind of self-conscious decisionmaking
as a necessary ingredient in being a person. Brie�y, his claims are these. One’s will
consists of those desires that do in fact, or would when the time is appropriate, move
one to act; such desires he calls one’s e�ective desires. A creature has freedom of the
will to the extent that it has the will it wants to have, and so freedom of the will
requires being able to form second-order volitions—desires that certain other desires
be e�ective. Given this much, he claims, we can distinguish persons from what he
calls “wantons” in light of the possibility of freedom of the will.�antons, on the one
hand, have desires and are able to reason about how best to ful�ll these desires, but
they “not only . . . pursue whatever course of action [they are] most strongly inclined
to pursue, but [they do] not care which of [their] inclinations is the strongest” (p.
��).�ersons, on the other hand, can form second-order volitions.�is means that
for a person, but not for a wanton, there is the potential for a di�erence between the
∗�aci�c �hilosophical �uarterly, �� (����), pp. ��-��.
�In�e �mportance of�hat�e �are�bout: �hilosophical �ssays (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, ����), pp. ��-��. All page numbers, unless otherwise noted, are to this collection.
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� INTRODUCTION

will he in fact has and the will he wants to have, and this opens up the possibility of
freedom of the will. Given this much, Frankfurt claims,

A person who . . . enjoys both freedom of action and freedom of the
will . . . has, in that case, all the freedom it is possible to desire or to
conceive.�ere are other good things in life, and he may not possess
some of them. But there is nothing in the way of freedom that he lacks.
[pp. ��-��, my italics]

�is last claim, I believe, is false, and its falsity indicates deeper problems with Frank-
furt’s conception of what kind of creatures we persons are.

To see this, consider the case of Martin.�

Martin is a corporate executive for whom his work and career are very
important. He puts in long hours attending important meetings and
�nishing reports, and he o�en has to travel away from his family for
days at a time. When he does get home, he �nds himself unable and
unwilling to muster the physical and emotional energy required to in-
teract meaningfully with his wife and two kids. It is so di�cult to make
the transition between being a good executive and a good father that
making that transition just feels like an unwelcome chore. He is, a�er
all, providing for them as well as he can, and he is proud of how well
he has done in his career. What more can be expected? Intellectually,
however, he can appreciate that this single-minded devotion to his ca-
reer is having deleterious e�ects on his family. His wife tells him how
disappointed and hurt their children are when he misses, for example,
his son’s school play or his daughter’s soccer games. �ough he does
think he is setting a good example for his children, he remembers how
his own father was such an important part of his life, and he comes to
see (again intellectually) that in focusing so much on his career both he
and his children are missing something.�eir lives are slipping away
without him, and, what’s worse, he �nds that he feels no great loss. He
resolves, therefore, not just to take a more active part in their lives and to
spendmore time at home—he has tried doing that and not yet succeeded
because he �nds it such a chore; in addition, he resolves to come to care
about and take an interest in his family’s interests and so to achieve a
new balance in what is important to him.

�Much of this example is drawn from case studies of the e�ects being a doctor or medical student
has on one’s family life. See Lane Gerber’s�arried to their �areers: �areer and �amily�ilemmas in
�octors’ �ives (New York: Tavistok, ����), especially Chapter �. I have changed the example to avoid
ethical questions that might arise from a doctor’s cutting back on the time and amount of care put into
providing health care.
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� FRANKFURT ON CARING ANDWHOLEHEARTEDNESS

�e point of this example is that the decision Martin makes is one concerning
not the will he wants to have but rather what he wants to care about, where he wants
his “heart” to lie. Although the will is clearly involved in reaching this goal, such
caring is something “deeper” and is therefore a distinct issue. In trying to achieve
this new balance in what is important to him, Martin must �rst exercise his will so
as to act against his natural inclinations to do things he does not yet care about, and
it is only later and through much e�ort that his attitudes will (if at all) fall in line.
�is suggests that questions concerning “freedom of the heart”—freedom to care
about what one wants to care about—are distinct from both freedom of action and
freedom of the will, contrary to Frankfurt’s claims in the passage just quoted.

If this is right then, while accepting much of Frankfurt’s project, it seems we can
make a distinction in terms of freedom of the heart between persons and what I
call “emotional wantons” (for reasons that will emerge below). Although emotional
wantons can care about things in the world, they do not concern themselves withwhat
they care about—about where their hearts lie. Persons, on the other hand, because
they can concern themselves with their hearts, have the potential for a di�erence
between what heart they want to have and the heart they in fact have, thus opening
up the possibility of freedom of the heart. Frankfurt, with the account of the will and
freedom of the will he gives, is unable to acknowledge such freedom of the heart as
distinct from freedom of the will and thereby misses an entire dimension of what
it is to be a person. My purpose in this paper therefore is to investigate what kind
of freedom such freedom of the heart is and how it is related to both the will and
freedom of the will.�e result will be a new and deeper understanding not only of
the will and the heart but also of what kind of creature we persons are.

I begin, in §�, by outlining Frankfurt’s current, somewhatmodi�edunderstanding
of the will and freedom of the will, which he articulates in part in terms of a notion
of “caring.” In §�, I argue that Frankfurt’s conception of caring and its relation to the
will is untenable and that we need to make a clear distinction, lacking in Frankfurt’s
account, between willing something and caring about it. In §� I present an alternative
account of what it is to care about something largely in terms of the emotions, an
account that gets applied in §� in makingmore carefully the distinction just described
between emotional wantons and persons in part in terms of a distinction between
caring and valuing. Finally, in §� I examine how freedom of the heart is possible in
light of this account of caring, valuing, and the emotions.

� Frankfurt on Caring andWholeheartedness

Frankfurt’s current understanding of the will and freedom of the will develops in
response to problems he sees with his older view. According to the older account,
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� FRANKFURT ON CARING ANDWHOLEHEARTEDNESS

one can at times have a will that is “external” to the kind of person one wants to be
and is therefore not under one’s control. Frankfurt’s paradigm for this kind of case is
that of the unwilling addict, who is moved to act by an addiction-based desire for a
cigarette, say, even though what she really wants is to quit smoking. In such a case, he
claims, the desire that moves her is external to her because of the con�ict with what
she in some sense “really” wants: the desire “operates without [her] participation”
(p. ��). But this, as Frankfurt seems implicitly to recognize, runs contrary to the
intuition that, as he puts it, “a person’s will is that by which he moves himself ” (p.
��). So it seems that what happens in the case of the unwilling addict is that her will
is ine�ective and so unable to overcome desires that are themselves external to her
will: “the addiction may defeat [her] will.”� If one’s will on particular occasions can
be ine�ective, then we cannot simply identify one’s will with one’s e�ective desires.
To understand what the will is, then, seems to require understanding what it is for a
desire to be internal so as to be able to make out the contrast with those desires that
are external.

Frankfurt’s intuition at this point is that desires are internal to one and so a
part of one’s will just in case one cares about satisfying them or is identi�ed with
them, where these terms are supposed to be roughly synonymous (p. ��).� Over the
course of several papers,� Frankfurt analyzes the notion of caring about some end in
terms of a wholehearted decision.�e decision is to “endorse” that end by forming a
second-order volition for it (i.e., wanting to be moved to act by a desire for it), and
such a decision iswholehearted in the sense that one arrives at it “without reservation”
(p. ���) and in “an absence of restlessness or resistance” (TFP, p. ��). Frankfurt claims
that such wholeheartedness (or ‘self-satisfaction,’ as he also calls it) cannot consist
in any particular “deliberate attitude or belief or feeling or intention” (TFP, p. ��),
for if that were true then that attitude itself would have to be wholehearted and so
internal to one by virtue of a further attitude, thus resulting in an in�nite regress.
Consequently, Frankfurt claims,

Satisfaction with one’s self requires . . . no adoption of any cognitive,
�“�e Faintest Passion,”�roceedings and�ddresses of the���, �� (����), pp. �-��, at p. �. (I will

henceforth cite this in the text as “TFP.”)
�It is a mistake simply to assimilate the notion of caring to that of identi�cation, as Frankfurt does.

Frankfurt seems to be right in trying to understand how a desire can be internal to one in terms of
one’s caring about the object of that desire insofar as it �ts our intuitions about how to distinguish the
unwilling addict’s desire for a cigarette (as external) from her desire to quit (as internal). Nonetheless,
such caring is a far cry from identifying oneself with such a desire. Identi�cation seems to carry with
it the idea that one is putting oneself at stake in a way that is far “deeper” than what is at issue in the
unwilling addict’s desire to quit smoking.�us, identi�cation is much more like what I call “valuing”
below (§�), though I shall not pursue this issue further here.

�See “�e Importance of What We Care About” and “Identi�cation and Wholeheartedness,” both
in�e �mportance of�hat�e �are�bout; and see “�e Faintest Passion.”
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� WILLING AND CARING: SECOND THOUGHTS

attitudinal, a�ective, or intentional stance. It does not require the per-
formance of a particular act; and it also does not require any deliberate
abstention. Satisfaction is a state of the entire psychic system—a state
constituted just by the absence of any tendency or inclination to alter its
condition. [TFP, p. ��, my emphasis]

�is means that self-satisfaction requires that “psychic elements of certain kinds
do not occur” (TFP, p. ��).� Consequently, being identi�ed with or caring about a
particular desire “is constituted neatly by an endorsing higher-order desire with
which the person is satis�ed” (TFP, p. ��), and it is these desires that make up one’s
will: “If the person is not identi�ed with them . . . they are, in that sense, external to
[her] will” (TFP, p. �). One’s will, on Frankfurt’s current understanding of it, therefore
consists of those desires one cares about in this sense.�

� Willing and Caring: Second�oughts

�is account of the notion of caring and of its relation to the will is problematic for
several reasons.

First, caring about something is not, contrary to what Frankfurt says (p. ��), a
fact about one’s will, for one can force oneself to do something—because one is told
to, for example—even though one does not care about it. For the same reason, the
mere fact that a desire is part of one’s will is not su�cient to say that one cares about
or identi�es with it (cf. p. ���).�is can be con�rmed in light of the example with
which I began. Martin’s decision to try to care more about the interests and projects
of his wife and children by itself merely sets up an intention to change his attitudes
and behavior. To act on this intention, Martin must force himself against his natural
inclinations by exercising his will to do things he does not yet care about, and it
is only later, we might expect, that his attitudes—and whether he cares about his
family and their interests—will fall in line. (I will have more to say about how this
works in §�.) Indeed, extreme cases in which one exercises one’s will to do things one

�Frankfurt also claims that such an absence must itself be something the person endorses upon
self-conscious re�ection.�is endorsement is required so that the person “takes responsibility for the
fact of having the desire” (p. ���), rather than simply being apathetic concerning its occurrence—being
a wanton.

��is new understanding of the will leads Frankfurt to alter his conception of freedom of the will.
Freedom of the will, he now thinks, is to be understood in terms of wholeheartedness, for “wholehearted-
ness means exactly that there is in [one] no endogenous desire to be volitionally di�erent than [one] is”
(TFP, p. ��). Of course, this is wholeheartedness not with respect to the endorsing higher-order desires
that make a desire be something one cares about and so part of one’s will. Rather, it is wholeheartedness
with respect to those desires that constitute one’s will, a wholeheartedness that requires that there be
no internal con�ict within one’s will.
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� WILLING AND CARING: SECOND THOUGHTS

positively cares about not doing are also possible. In Stanley Milgram’s experiments
into blind obedience many subjects forced themselves, in spite of being obviously
disturbed about what they were doing, to obey the experimenter and apply what they
believed to be dangerous electrical shocks to patients complaining of heart problems.�
Consequently, because Frankfurt understands a desire to be a part of one’s will just in
case one cares about it, he seems unable to acknowledge the possibility that one can
exercise one’s will so as to change what one cares about and so the kind of person one
is; such change, however, is readily intelligible. For these reasons we must maintain a
distinction between those things one wills and those things one cares about.�

Second, the conditions Frankfurt spells out for caring, namely that one whole-
heartedly decide to endorse a particular desire, are neither necessary nor su�cient.
�ey are not su�cient because, for example, one may have a second-order desire to
help victims of a distant famine and have no desires that inherently con�ict with
this higher-order desire—that is, one can make a wholehearted decision to endorse
it—but this does not mean that one actually does care about it.�ey are not necessary
either. First, caring does not require wholeheartedness (the �rst half of Frankfurt’s
de�nition). A spurned parent, who genuinely cares about his child, may nonetheless
wish he did not care so much and so question those attitudes he �nds a part of him-
self; but such doubts need not diminish his caring. Second, caring does not require
re�ective, self-conscious decision-making (the other half of his de�nition). One can
be thrust into a role and genuinely come to care about ful�lling that role without
having thought about why one would do that or what other options are available to
one.�us, the traditional housewife of the ����s may not have thought at all about
whether staying at home, cooking, cleaning, etc. was something she wanted to do
but may nonetheless have taken great pride and satisfaction in a well-run home.

Finally, Frankfurt’s account of caring, apart from the re�ective deliberation he
thinks is needed to establish or initiate one’s caring, makes caring about something
lie in the absence of mental states of a certain kind rather than in the having of them.

�“Behavioral Study of Obedience,” �ournal of�bnormal and �ocial �sychology, ��, pp. ���-��.
�Making this distinction requires in large part articulating an account of the will as an ability one

can exercise in this way (rather than, as it is for Frankfurt, a collection of desires of a certain sort).
�ough it is not my purpose here to give an account of the will, I do think common sense provides
the outlines of the answer, and Frankfurt provides some of the tools for �lling in that outline.�us,
the will is the ability to control the motives on the basis of which one acts, and we can understand
this in part in terms of one’s having a second-order volition and exerting an e�ort on its behalf so as
to overcome psychological obstacles to the e�ectiveness of one’s �rst-order desire.�is is in principle
no more mysterious than our exerting an e�ort on behalf of our �rst-order desires by acting so as to
overcome physical obstacles. (Freedom of the will, then, can be understood quite straightforwardly as
the ability to do this successfully.) Of course, this is all too rough a sketch of the will and freedom of
the will, though I think it is the sort of thing Frankfurt should say (and it is what Frankfurt might seem
to have been saying before he confused the issue by talking about caring).
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� CARING AND THE EMOTIONS

His argument for this, as I noted, is motivated by the in�nite regress that would be
generated if caring about something depended on a particular attitude, an attitude
that itselfmay ormay not be one the subject cares about and so itselfmay be “external.”
But this account makes caring seem too passive (caring is, a�er all, something we do
even if doing it is not always up to us), and it is not necessary to avoid the regress.
A “state of the entire psychic system” (TFP, p. ��) can be a state that depends on the
having of mental states of a certain kind in the appropriate situations such that the
question of whether or not one cares about their common object can be answered in
terms of the way those states cohere together and �t into one’s mental life as a whole.
�e in�nite regress Frankfurt is rightly worried about can be avoided by the appeal
to this kind of holism without needing to say that it is only the absence of mental
states of a certain kind that is relevant.

� Caring and the Emotions

�e question, of course, is: What sort of mental states are relevant for this sort of
holism, and precisely how must they “cohere” for the person genuinely to care about
something? �e answer, as I have argued elsewhere,�� must centrally involve the
emotions. Emotions themselves are essentially intentional responses to things one
cares about, and so having particular emotions seems to presuppose that there truly
are things one cares about. Conversely, it seems that it does not make sense to say
that one cares about something if one did not or would not respond emotionally no
matter what when it is a�ected favorably or adversely, and so caring about something
seems to presuppose having the capacity for emotions. Emotions, then, seem to be
both necessary and su�cient conditions of caring about something.�� If this is right,
then one’s emotions form at least a large part of the psychic state in terms of which
there is a determinate answer to the question of what one cares about. Of course,
as Frankfurt has argued, having just one emotion at a particular time cannot be all
there is to caring about the object of that emotion, for that emotion itself might be
“external.” How, then, can we avoid Frankfurt’s in�nite regress?

�e answer is to understand one’s caring about something not in terms of its
being the object of a particular emotion but in terms of its being in general a suitable
object of emotional response for one.�is suitability, I have argued, emerges in a
projectible pattern of rationality one must display in one’s behavior, actually and
counterfactually, in order to have emotions at all.�us, for example, to care about

��“�e Signi�cance of Emotions,” �merican �hilosophical �uarterly, �� (����), pp. ���-��. For a
more detailed defense, see my �igni�cance, �motions, and �bjectivity, PhD Dissertation, University of
Pittsburgh, ����.

���e situation is actually more complicated than this suggests, and I shall eventually claim that
one’s desires must also be in the picture.
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� CARING AND THE EMOTIONS

some goal is not only to want it but also (other things being equal) to be afraid when
its accomplishment is threatened, to be hopeful when it might well be achieved, to
be angry at those who impede one’s progress, to be frustrated at repeated failures, etc.
�ese various emotions thus converge on a common object (and would consistently
continue to do so in the relevant counterfactual situations), and it is in this way that
they form a projectible pattern. Such a pattern, moreover, is a pattern of rationality
insofar as (a) one rationally ought to respond emotionally when the focus of the
pattern of emotions is a�ected in the relevant ways, and (b) one rationally ought not
to respond emotionally when this object is not thus a�ected. Particular emotions are
thus normal, and so are responses to what is thereby constituted as a suitable object
of emotions for one, as something one cares about, in light of their coherence with
the consistent pattern of emotional responses one does or would make. Emotions
that are abnormal (in that they do not �t into such a coherent pattern) are abnormal
in part because they are not responses to something one genuinely cares about.�� It
is this consistent rational pattern in one’s emotions generally (and the consequent
normality or abnormality of particular emotions) that makes possible one’s caring
about something.

In claiming that emotions have this essential role in determining what one cares
about, I am not claiming that this is all there is to such caring. One’s desires are
also relevant (hence the initial persuasiveness of Frankfurt’s account).�is is clear
from the fact that to care about something is not just for it to be a suitable object of
one’s emotions, but also for it to be worth pursuing or avoiding for one. Indeed, the
two must go hand in hand: We could not make sense of something genuinely being
worthy of pursuit or avoidance for one if, in the relevant situations, an emotional
response to it were not also normal and appropriate; and we could not make sense of
something being a suitable object of one’s emotions if it were not also worthwhile to
pursue or avoid it. Hence the actual or potential satisfaction or frustration of desires
must normally result in the appropriate emotion because their objects are worthy
of pursuit or avoidance; and, conversely, one’s emotions must be able to provoke
particular desires because these emotions are a response to something one cares
about. To care about something, then, one’s emotional and desiderative responses to
that thing must be by and large “in sync;” failure to display this kind of coherence
is, once again, a kind of irrationality.�us, consistently to display such a projectible
pattern of rationality in both one’s emotions and one’s desires just is to care about

��Note incidentally that abnormality is not the same as inappropriateness. Although all abnormal
emotions are for that reason inappropriate, some inappropriate emotions can nonetheless be normal
because they are responses to something one genuinely cares about, though they are inappropriate
because one does not have su�cient warrant for making the particular evaluation implicit in the
emotion. For more on this distinction, see my “�e Signi�cance of Emotions.”
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� CARING, VALUING, EMOTIONALWANTONS, AND PERSONS

the focus of that pattern.��
�ese rational connections among one’s emotions and desires can explain why

too much ambivalence in one’s attitudes, emotional or desiderative, undermines the
intelligibility of one’s caring about something. If one’s emotions and desires were
not mostly “in sync,” the rational structure in terms of which it makes sense to talk
about something as being for one a suitable object of the emotions or as being worthy
of pursuit or avoidance disappears. Nonetheless, this does not mean, as Frankfurt
thinks, that ambivalence is impossible in every case. In particular cases, one can
be ambivalent and still truly care so long as there is enough consistency in one’s
emotions and desires to make up the relevant pattern of rationality, as the example
of the spurned parent given above illustrates.

�is rational coherence among one’s desires and emotions thus constitutes what
I call one’s heart. One’s heart consists of those things one cares about and those
psychological states that are normal in that they are properly re�ective of what one
cares about. Desires or emotions that are abnormal in that they do not �t into this
rational pattern are thus external to one’s heart.

� Caring, Valuing, Emotional Wantons, and Persons

So far I have presented an account of caring as wholly unre�ective and unself-
conscious, as simply implicit in the structure of one’s emotions and desires. Nonethe-
less, there is a di�erence between those things one happens to care about and those
things one cares about at least in part because of an understanding of the kind of
person one �nds worth being. We therefore need to distinguish between what one
cares about and, I shall say, what one values: To value something is to be concerned
with caring about it (i.e., with its being a part of one’s heart) because of such an
understanding.�is notion of valuing, which needs to be clari�ed, is very close to the
notion of caring that Frankfurt intends, and it may therefore seem that the dispute I
have been having with Frankfurt is largely terminological. It is not, for being able to
make this distinction makes a very big di�erence.

Just as Frankfurt is able to make the distinction between mere wantons and
persons in terms of freedom of the will, a freedom made possible by the ability
persons (but not wantons) have to re�ect on and choose what desires they want to be

���e details of why this is so are quite tangled, and I cannot go into them here.�e main problem
is one of making sense of a kind of “objectivity” in what one cares about (one can be mistaken about it
in having abnormal desires and emotions) in spite of the fact that caring is also “subjective” in being
relative to the individual—i.e., what you care about need not be what I care about. Making sense of
this dual objectivity and subjectivity of caring is only possible in terms of the kind of holistic rational
pattern in one’s emotions and desires I have just described. All of this is argued in more detail in my
“�e Signi�cance of Emotions.”
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� CARING, VALUING, EMOTIONALWANTONS, AND PERSONS

moved by, so too we can make an important distinction between emotional wantons
andpersons in terms of a distinct kind of freedommade possible by the ability persons
have to be concerned with what they care about. �motional wantons are creatures
like dogs and cats that have the capacity for emotions and desires and so genuinely
do care about things in the world. But they do not—indeed cannot—care about what
hearts they have and so can have no motivation to change their hearts. But persons,
unlike emotional wantons, can concern themselves with what they care about—about
where their hearts lie—and so for persons but not for emotional wantons there is the
possibility of a di�erence between the heart they want to have and the heart they in
fact have, thus motivating them to change their hearts.�is is illustrated by the case
of Martin, who wants to care about his children and their interests and so to have
them be a part of his heart but does not do so (at least to the extent that he thinks he
ought).�at this is possible for persons opens up the possibility of freedom of the
heart, analogous to the notion of freedom of the will. One’s heart is free just in case
one is able successfully to control what one in fact cares about, what heart one in fact
has, and it is one’s values that motivate this control. Freedom of the heart, because
of the independence of the notions of caring and of the will, is thus distinct from
freedom of the will.

To value something, to be concerned that one cares about it, is in part to want
that caring to form an enduring part of one’s own psychological makeup. To have
values, therefore, is in e�ect to be concerned with the kind of person one wants to be
and the motives for action that are most truly one’s own, a concern which includes a
(partial) understanding or sense of the kind of person one wants to be.�is is part of
the reason why values and the possibility of controlling one’s heart are so important
and central to us as persons.

One natural way of making sense of this self-understanding that is a part of one’s
values is by appealing to explicit self-conscious deliberation. When one is faced with
a con�ict in which control over one’s heart is called for, as in the case of Martin, such
valuing may well arise from self-conscious deliberation about the kind of person
one �nds worth being, resulting in a decision and a desire for having a particular
heart and so for being a certain kind of person.�us it may seem that values require
explicit and self-conscious choice and that such choice is for this reason essential
to any attempt to control one’s heart. But this, I think, distorts the phenomenon
of valuing in much the same way that Frankfurt’s account of caring distorts that
phenomenon. In particular, I shall argue, such a self-understanding or sense of the
kind of person one wants to be, and hence one’s values themselves, can also be implicit
in the projectible patterns of one’s emotions and desires.

Valuing something—being concerned with caring about it—can take the form
of a kind of re�exive caring: caring that one cares about it. In general, I have argued,
to care about something is for it to be for one both a suitable object of emotions
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� CARING, VALUING, EMOTIONALWANTONS, AND PERSONS

and worthy of desire—for it to be good or bad for one; this goodness or badness
is constituted by a consistent and projectible pattern of rationality in one’s desires
and emotions (cf. §�). In having values, however, what one evaluates is not what is
good or bad in the world but what is good or bad in one’s heart. In having values,
one evaluates not particular ends but motives, broadly construed so as to include
desires, emotions, and other “pro-attitudes,” as worthy or base constituents of the
kind of person one is. Consequently, the emotions constitutive of one’s caring about
having a particular heart—constitutive of re�exive caring—must include re�exive
emotions, such as pride, shame, remorse, self-approbation, and contrition, for it is
these emotions that are evaluative responses to one’s own motives.�us, for example,
in valuing courage (in this way)—in caring that courage be something one cares
about—one must consistently take pride in particular actions because they exhibit
courage and be ashamed when one does not act courageously when the opportunity
arises.

Consequently, caring that one cares about something—valuing it in this way—
requires that one consistently respond with such re�exive emotions when one is
motivated to act in ways that are for one worthy or base and not otherwise. Such a
projectible pattern in one’s re�exive emotions�� is constitutive of one’s motives as
being for one worthy or base components of who one is.�e particular emotions that
make up that pattern, because they implicitly evaluate particular motives in light of
suchworth,must be understood as a kind of sensitivity to the kind of person one �nds
worth being: to take pride in a courageous act is, in essence, to feel the worthiness of
being a courageous person.�� Such a sensitivity to the worthiness of being a certain
kindof person is all that is required forhaving values and somotivating one to exercise
control over one’s heart, and it is in this way a kind of implicit self-understanding.

Values, therefore, do not require self-conscious deliberation aboutwhat onewants
to care about. Of course, one’s values and the self-understanding that is an essential
part of one’s values can come about as the result of self-conscious deliberation, but
they need not, for they can be implicit in one’s re�exive caring. Caring in general
does not presuppose that one has previously engaged in self-conscious deliberation
about the worth of its object, and there is no reason to think that re�exive caring is
special in this regard. Indeed, persons generally undergo such deliberation mostly
when con�icts arise among the various things they value and not when they come to
have these values in the �rst place.�e relevant pattern of re�exive emotions and
desires normally constitutive of one’s values, and so the implicit sense of the kind of

��I should note that I am simplifying here by talking only about one’s re�exive emotions, for just as
in the case of non-re�exive caring, one’s desires must also be a part of the pattern of rationality (though
in this case the desires will also be second-order desires).

��For more on this understanding of emotions as evaluative feelings (or “intentional feelings of
signi�cance,” as I also call them), see “�e Signi�cance of Emotions.”
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person one �nds worth being that is a part of that pattern, can be instilled in one
as the result of one’s upbringing and without re�ective choice (as in the case of the
traditional housewife of the ����s).

Consequently, the kind of understanding or sense of the kind of person it is
worth being that is a part of one’s values, like an aesthetic sense, need not be explicitly
articulated in advance of having those values. All that is required is something like
a desire to live well and a sense of what that requires.�� Nonetheless, such a sense
must involve the ability to identify what activities constitute living well for one in
concrete situations by coming to have the relevant emotions or desires and in this
way implicitly to articulate more clearly what living well is for one. Of course, one
might come to have particular values because one has explicitly thought about the
kind of person one wants to be, but this need not always be the case and, I think,
generally is not. Although self-conscious deliberation about one’s values and the kind
of person one wants to be surely has an important role in articulating, re�ning, and
criticizing oneself and one’s values, this role should not be confused with what it is
to have values in the �rst place.

Although I have been speaking as if these two ways of valuing are distinct, in
the normal case valuing is constituted both implicitly by patterns in one’s re�exive
emotions and second-order desires and explicitly by self-conscious deliberation and
choice. People usually know what they value and can understand and appreciate their
emotional responses in light of that knowledge; and people usually feel emotions
appropriate to their self-conscious understanding of what’s important. Nonetheless,
the possibility exists for considerable self-ignorance, self-deception and internal
con�ict within a person, and this understanding of both implicit and explicit sources
of values can help us make sense of such possibilities.��

� How Freedom of the Heart Is Possible

I have claimed that persons are to be distinguished from emotional wantons in
that persons but not emotional wantons have values and hence the possibility of a
di�erence between the heart they in fact have and the heart they are concerned with
having.�e potential for this di�erence opens up the possibility of freedom of the
heart, namely the ability to control what heart one has in light of one’s values and

��I am, of course, alluding to Aristotle’s notion of eudaimonia as it functions in his�icomachean
�thics. For insightful commentary on this, see John McDowell’s “�e Role of �udaimonia in Aristotle’s
Ethics” in Amélie Rorty (ed.), �ssays in�ristotle’s �thics (Berkeley: University of California Press, ����),
pp. ���-��.

��See my “Integration and Fragmentation of the Self ” (forthcoming in �outhern �ournal of �hiloso-
phy) for an initial attempt at working some of this out.
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self-understanding. But how is such control possible?�e answer, I believe, is that it
is possible only indirectly through the exercise of one’s will.

To exercise one’s will, I have suggested (cf. note �, above), is to control one’s
behavior. What is important now is that successful and consistent control of one’s
behavior over a period of time can result in the acquisition of new habits and con-
sequently a change in the kinds of motives for action that are natural for one.�is
is important because it is by doing so that one can change one’s emotional makeup
and so where one’s heart lies. One can do this in a way similar to that recommended
by Pascal for believing in God: To get yourself to believe in God, Pascal says, you
must behave as if you believe, and eventually genuine belief might well follow.�e
same is true of the emotions: If you simulate caring about something long enough,
consistently behaving as if you have the emotions constitutive of that caring when
they are appropriate, such behavior may well become habitual and so genuine.

Clearly there seems to be some sleight of hand here, for even granting that consis-
tently behaving this way will produce the habit of doing so, all one can get, it seems,
is the habit of behaving as if one has these emotions when they are appropriate. But
simulated emotions are no less simulated when the simulation is habitual. How, then,
can one acquire emotions and so change one’s heart by exercising one’s will?�is is
no less a problem for Pascal’s account of how to acquire a belief. Simply behaving
as if one has a certain belief, even if that behavior becomes habitual, is still only
a simulation. Pascal recognizes this di�culty in claiming that genuine belief will
come only a�er divine grace, to which one becomes more open by behaving as if one
believes.�e question, then, is what the emotional equivalent of divine grace is.

�e answer depends on what habit one acquires by behaving as if one has the rele-
vant pattern of emotions. If, as the objection rightly points out, one acquires the habit
of simulating these emotions whenever they are appropriate, then such simulation
cannot be genuine nomatter how habitual.�is is because to have a genuine emotion
is to respond passively (or habitually) when such a response is appropriate and out
of the kind of motivation emotions provide because the emotion is appropriate. In
simulating an emotion, however, one is responding in the characteristic ways when
appropriate for the wrong reason—because, for example, one thinks one ought to
have the emotion. To simulate the emotion is not genuinely to have it because the
motivation for acting is mediated by the desire to simulate it, even though that desire,
in being habitual,may itself be a response to the appropriateness of the emotion to the
situation. But if the habit one acquires through the exercise of one’s will in simulating
emotions when they are appropriate is one in which the mediating desire drops out,
so that one is habitually motivated to act in the characteristic ways because such
emotions are appropriate, then one is being motivated passively for the right reasons,
and this is to have genuine emotions. Emotions just are responses of a certain sort to
the apparent adverse or favorable e�ects on something one cares about, responses
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that provide one with certain motives for action and with respect to which one is
passive.�� �is is why Aristotle was right to claim that the “moral excellences”—that
is, those states of character by virtue of which we feel the right emotions and desires
at the right times (or not)—and consequently the emotions and desires themselves,
“come about as a result of habit” (����a��) and so are things that we can acquire only
“by �rst exercising them” (����a��).

By acquiring the habit of having particular desires and emotions in the relevant
situations, one can institute the relevant pattern of emotional and desiderative ratio-
nality for genuinely caring about something.�is is true whether the emotions and
desires are non-re�exive, so that one comes to care about something in the world, or
whether the emotions and desires are re�exive as well, so that one comes to value
particular psychological states as being for one worthy constituents of one’s heart.
Consequently, in exercising one’s will in this way, one can alter both what one cares
about and what one values, and it is in this way that one can change one’s heart and
so resolve con�icts that might arise within one among its various constituents.��

�is can be clari�ed by returning to the case of Martin. In trying to come to
care about, for example, his daughter’s interest in soccer, Martin must come to have
a range of emotions and desires. He must come to look forward to her games and
be disappointed when he cannot be there. He must come to hope that her team
can pull o� an upset, to fear last minute rallies by her opponents, to be happy when
she wins, to be sad when she loses, and, of course, to be angry at the referees for
poor or biased o�ciating. But Martin not only wants to care about her soccer games;
he wants to value her interests because he thinks it is demanded of good fathers,
which is what he aspires to be.�us he ought to feel guilty for thinking about work
while he is at her games, to be ashamed for wishing he were back at the o�ce or
�nding attendance at her games a burden, and to be proud of himself when he
e�ortlessly makes the responses he thinks he ought. To come to have these emotions,
he must try to pay attention to his daughter’s involvement in soccer and, at least
initially, to imitate particular emotional responses when appropriate by force of
will.�rough much e�ort and practice, these responses can become habitual and
motivated immediately by the appropriateness of the situation for the emotion, and
so the responses themselves, because of the sort of responses emotions are, become
genuine. Likewise, to come to have the relevant desires, he must again consistently

���ere is, of course, no guarantee that the mediating desire will drop out, though this is, I submit,
what happens when one is successful in changing one’s emotions by exercising one’s will. Precisely how
this works is not something I can tackle here, for it depends directly or indirectly on many complicated
psychological and social factors, which I can only mention in the text below.

���e possibility of such a con�ict among the things one values gives rise to the question of what it is
for a person to bemore or less integrated, a question that I take up inmy “Integration and Fragmentation
of the Self.”
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force himself to do what he thinks he ought, at times even when doing so con�icts
with his own interests and projects. It is in this way that Martin can come to care
about things he thinks he ought to care about and so to change his heart and who he
is.

Although my intent here is only to understand the theoretical problem of how
control over the patterns in one’s emotions and so over one’s heart is intelligible, I
don’t want to minimize the enormous practical di�culties involved in controlling
one’s heart in this way in light of the complexity of human psychology. I want here
to mention only three of these di�culties. First, part of the practical problem seems
to arise from the need for the desire partly constitutive of valuing to be properly
motivated by a sense of the kind of person one �nds worth being. To the extent that
one’s e�orts to have new patterns in one’s emotions and so to change one’s heart
come up short (the mediating desire does not drop out), we might think, those e�orts
are not properly motivated. It is plausible to think that this motivation must at least
in part be experienced emotionally (in the form of a pattern of re�exive emotions)
rather than merely understood intellectually.�is is why I have focused on the way
one’s values (normally) involve one’s re�exive emotions, though much remains to be
said about the kinds of rational interconnections there can be between one’s emotions
(and implicit emotional sense of self-worth) and one’s evaluative judgments (and
explicit understanding of self-worth).

Second, coming to care or value something new is complicated by the fact that
such cares or values may con�ict in a variety of ways with existing cares or values.
Making room for new cares, therefore, may involve a change of priorities or, more
radically, coming to have a new integration among all that is important to one.�us,
for Martin genuinely coming to care about his daughter’s soccer games may require
overcoming to some extent ambivalence that arises from his dedication to his job.
Failure to overcome this ambivalence would result in a kind of fragmentation that
may well block the attempt to come to have new cares or values.��

Finally, another part of the practical problem arises from the fact that we are
social creatures and are a�ected signi�cantly by the o�en subtle ways in which others
perceive and respond to us.�ough we may try to change ourselves by exercising our
wills in the ways I have outlined, these attempts may be undermined by our relations
with others.�is is compounded by the fact that our sub-conscious habits—how we
carry ourselves in relation to the world and others around us—strongly in�uence
our social relations as well as the structure of our emotions, and these habits are
instituted and maintained in us by the social and political structures we cannot
but �nd ourselves a part of.�� So there will be much more to a complete account

��I discuss this and other kinds of fragmentation in my “Integration and Fragmentation of the Self.”
��For the beginnings of an account of the ways in which our sub-conscious habits de�ne our under-
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of how we can in fact get ourselves to change our hearts than I have outlined here.
Nonetheless, though in practice the problem of freedom of the heart is considerably
more complicated than my limited account suggests, I hope to have made some
headway in articulating the intelligibility of a solution to that problem.

One important consequence of this account of how it is we can change our hearts
and who we are is that it is necessary that we be able to exercise our wills in order
to act out of character so as to change our characters. �is feature of the will is, I
think, essential to any account of how we can change what we care about, and so to
any account of how to reconcile our minds and our hearts. It is a substantial �aw in
Frankfurt’s theory of the will and freedom of the will that he cannot accommodate
this.

� Conclusion

I have argued that Frankfurt is wrong to think that freedom of action and freedom
of the will are the only kinds of freedom a person might enjoy, for there is also what I
have called freedom of the heart. Nonetheless, although it is a distinct kind of freedom
in its own right, freedom of the heart is only possible for someone who is able to
control her will more or less successfully—who has, at least to some extent, freedom
of the will. As a result, freedom of the will is a necessary condition of freedom of the
heart. But the two must be distinct. In addition to freedom of the will, freedom of
the heart requires that one have some values and the self-understanding implicit in
these values. Without these the question of a di�erence between the heart one in
fact has and the heart one cares about having simply does not arise, no matter how
strong one’s will is.

Having the potential for freedom of the heart is part of what distinguishes us as
caring creatures from the animals—from emotional wantons. For animals, because
they lack the requisite values and the implicit (or explicit) self-understanding they
essentially involve, there can be only instrumental or hedonistic reasons for what they
care about, if there are such reasons at all. But we persons, through self-conscious
deliberation, second-order desires, and re�exive emotions, can be responsive to non-
instrumental reasons for caring about things. Such desires and emotions therefore
make possible our exercising our wills on behalf of what we think we ought to care
about. It is in this way that we can change our hearts and our values and so have a
say in what makes life worth living.

standing of ourselves and of the world, as well as how others understand us, see Sandra Lee Bartky’s
“Foucault, Femininity, and the Modernization of Patriarchal Power,” in �emininity and�omination:
�tudies in the �henomenology of �ppression (New York: Routledge, ����), pp.��-��.
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